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Abstract — This paper reports on a novel compact, low-loss
bending technique for additively manufactured dielectric image
lines between 140 GHz and 220 GHz. Conventional bending
approaches require either large curvature radii or technologically
challenging permittivity variations to prevent radiation loss
at line discontinuities, e.g. caused by narrow bends. In
contrast, this work uses extremely compact, easy-to-manufacture
electromagnetic bandgap (EBG) cells to solve the afore mentioned
challenge for the first time. These offer excellent reflection
properties and thus enable broadband and low-loss (IL < 1 dB)
guidance of electromagnetic waves by means of total reflection.
Without increasing the complexity of the process, both the
high-pass behaviour and the enormous space requirement of
conventional dielectric bends are completely avoided. In addition,
the use of EBGs improves the mutual isolation of dielectric image
lines of up to 30 dB. Therefore, a promising solution for the
realization of narrow, 3D-printed, low-loss signal distribution
networks in the sub-THz domain is offered.

Keywords — Dielectric image lines, electromagnetic bandgap,
3D-printing, low-loss, bending structures, sub-THz.

I. INTRODUCTION

The sub-THz range is a promising region for future radar

systems due to its unique characteristics. Compared to the

millimeter wave (mmW) range, its small wavelength allows

larger bandwidths, which significantly improves the resolution

of imaging radar systems. However, unlike optical systems,

it retains a robust measurement method that allows it to

penetrate materials or operate in bad weather. For this reason,

THz FMCW radar systems are focus of research [1], [2].

To further increase the potential of the THz domain, radar

systems with multi-channel signal acquisition are used. Since

line attenuation increases significantly in the THz range,

the interconnection of several spatially distributed receivers

requires transmission lines with minimal losses. Dielectric

image lines (DILs) are an excellent option for this purpose,

as their planar nature also provides improved mechanical

robustness and polarisation stability compared to conventional

dielectric waveguides [3], [4]. In comparison to metallic

waveguides, DILs are also significantly lighter and smaller

in size [5]. Additionally, additive manufacturing allows for

extremely low cost and easy production and eliminates the

need for lossy gluing [6]. However, one limitation when

using DILs is their tendency to exhibit parasitic radiation at

discontinuities [7]. Thus, both low-loss and small dielectric

networks cannot be realized if large bending angles are

needed, or if only very limited space is available, as with

chip-to-chip interconnects. Previous attempts to overcome this

problem have included the use of large bending radii [7],

Fig. 1. Microscopic 3D-image of the EBG used with surface close-up and
dimensions of its corresponding unit cell.

high permittivity dielectrics close to the discontinuity [8],

or the selective deceleration of phase fronts inside the DIL

using permittivity gradients [9]. However, those conventional

approaches have drawbacks: Large radii reduce radiation but

increase cable length, which in turn increases losses. Phase

deceleration [9] is used in optics, but its application in the

sub-THz range is challenging because the bending losses

exhibit high-pass behaviour and become more dominant at

lower frequencies. In addition, this implementation increases

complexity. Another approach is the use of total reflection,

where electromagnetic waves are guided through narrow radii

with low losses [10]. This concept is dependent on highly

reflective surfaces; one approach could be the use of purely

metallic mirrors.

However, a novel approach is presented in this paper:

Electromagnetic bandgap materials (EGB) have proven to be

a suitable reflector for planar mmW antennas [11]. When

compared to metal, they offer similar reflection magnitudes

with zero-phase reflection at lower mmW frequencies [12].

This work now utilizes this approach and tailors ideal reflector

EBG structures for the first time to the sub-THz range.

Low-loss bends for DILs without restrictions on bending

radii or space requirements were designed, manufactured and

characterized.

http://arxiv.org/abs/2405.00032v1
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Fig. 2. 3D field simulation of the EBG for estimation of insertion loss and
isolation capability for an incident HE11 fundamental mode.

II. EBG UNIT CELL

EBGs are commonly understood as a metallo-dielectric

structure, consisting of a unit cell which is periodically

repeated to form a lattice. One single cell is much smaller

than the wavelength, which enables a description with lumped

elements. By structuring the top metal, a high surface

impedance can be achieved, preventing the propagation of

electromagnetic waves in certain frequency bands. This work is

based on mushroom EBGs, which consist of square top metal

patches connected to the bottom metal by vias, see Fig. 1.

These structures have proven to be particularly suitable for

TE and TM surface wave suppression and are comparatively

easy to fabricate [13]. The patches and their resulting

current loops form a serial inductance; their distance from

neighbouring patches defines a serial capacitance, resulting

in filtering behaviour. In contrast to conventional mushroom

EBGs, simulative optimizations were performed to improve the

reflection factor between 140GHz and 220GHz. Therefore,

connections between the patches are used to further increase

serial inductance. The final EBG is shown in Fig. 1. The EBG’s

dielectric core consists of Rogers RO3003 with a thickness

of 0.75mm, relative permittivity εr = 3.00 and loss tangent

tan δ = 10
−3. For low-loss reflection, the centre of the

dielectric line must be exposed, since this is the location of

the electric field maximum of its HE11 mode, as illustrated

by the inset in Fig. 3. This is achieved by chamfering the

DIL. In order to realize a reflection around a 90◦ corner,

the EBG mirror must be tilted by 45◦ so that the centres of

the adjacent DILs coincide at a common point on the mirror.

By inserting an EBG within this chamfer, an incoming wave

is reflected, since the HE11 mode cannot propagate through

the EBG. This also benefits the isolation capability of these

lines, as adjacent DILs are sensitive to parasitic radiation,

especially towards radiation from the same angle of incidence.

The described setup is verified by electromagnetic field

simulations. The simulated field distribution in Fig. 2 confirms

that an incoming HE11 fundamental mode wave is almost

completely reflected with the help of the EBG structures, so

that low-loss transmission around the corner and high isolation
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Fig. 3. Measurement setup for the characterization of return loss (s11),
insertion loss (s21) and coupling loss (s31) of different DIL bends. The top
left inset visualizes the DIL operation principle including HE11 mode. ∆t
denotes possible variations of chamfer depth departing from the DIL center.

from the neighbouring line can be achieved. The main EBG

(3x11 unit cells) within the DIL’s chamfer is sufficient for

the concept’s functionality, for further investigation of surface

wave propagation, 3 additional side elements (2x6 / 4x4 unit

cells) are used.

III. MEASUREMENT SETUP

To determine the effect of EBGs on dielectric bends, a

90◦ DIL bend was fabricated using FDM-based 3D-printing

and it was characterized before and after the insertion of EBG

elements within its chamfer. In addition, measurements with

and without side elements are carried out, to further quantify

their impact, see Fig. 3. For reference, various other bending

techniques are printed and analyzed, such as chamfered and

rounded DILs with variable bending radii. The measurement

setup including the DIL’s fundamental mode HE11 can be

seen in Fig. 3, consisting of two Rohde&Schwarz ZVA220

frequency converters for S-parameter measurements from

140GHz to 220GHz. Low-loss mode converters from [7] are

used to feed the DILs with the WR5 test port adapters. After

TOSM calibration, the waveguide flanges are used as reference

plane for subsequent measurements, see Fig. 3. The geometric

dimensions of the DILs with a width of a ≈ 1.3mm and height

b ≈ 0.3mm correspond to the previously described parameters

from [7]. The matching of the bends s11 is determined at the

input port, s21 describes the combined losses due to line length

(dielectric loss, ohmic loss) and bending radius (radiation loss).

DIL intereference is determined by s31 with the help of an

additional sniffer line, which quantifies parasitic radiation in

case of a worst-case scenario of an adjacent and aligned DIL.



Fig. 4. Simulated and measured S-parameters of 90◦ DIL bend with EBGs,
including an investigation of measurement variation for 10 different EBG
samples.

Thereby, the feasibility of compact, low-loss DIL bends using

reflective EBG elements can be investigated.

IV. RESULTS

To describe the transmission characteristics of the EBG

bends, S-parameter measurements are performed according

to the measurement setup from Sec. III, see Fig. 4 for the

simulation and measurement results. For evaluation of the

influence of manufacturing errors, the same DIL bend was

measured with 10 different EBG samples. Fig. 4 shows the

mean value of the magnitude of s11, s21 and s31 over all

10 samples, the colored areas indicate its maximum spread. It

can be observed that all DIL bends are matched over the entire

frequency band. The return loss (RL) varies between 20 dB and

30 dB for the major part of the spectrum and reaches 16 dB

at worst. The insertion loss (IL) is approximately constant

up to 200GHz at approximately 3.4 dB, with additional line

and mode-conversion losses being included. The coupling loss

(CL) shows that parasitic coupling is reduced by at least 15 dB,

between 190GHz and 220GHz the isolation even averages

between 30 dB and 45 dB. Especially for IL, the achieved

spread is small and measurements are in very good agreement

with the simulations. In addition, the impact of side EBGs

and the adhesive, which is required for EBG attachment, is

shown in Fig. 5. It is evident that neither IL nor CL undergo

significant changes with the insertion of side EBGs or the

adhesive bond. The EBG reflector’s position is determined

by the depth of the chamfer ∆t, thus, ∆t is varied and its

influence on the loss is shown in Fig. 6. If ∆t = 0, the chamfer

connects the center of both lines at one common point, whereas

∆t > 0 cuts deeper, as seen in Fig. 3. Chamfering depths

with ∆t 6= 0 were expected to increase IL as an incident

wave is not reflected into the centre of the 90◦ adjacent DIL.

It is also noticeable that an EBG placed on the corner of a

small radius instead of a chamfer yields comparably good

results, as long as the EBG is inserted close to the centre of

both approaching DILs. Regardless of the selected chamfer

/
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Fig. 5. Impact of gluing and side elements on measured insertion loss and
coupling loss.

depth, a satisfactory matching RL > 15 dB is maintained.

Finally, a comparison between different bending techniques

is conducted. Five different options are compared, including

three bending radii, where r = 0mm refers to a very compact,

almost rectangular bend, while r > 0mm refers to a streched

curve with less discontinuity. In addition, a chamfered DIL

bend and, finally, the proposed EBG bend are examined in

the study. Fig. 7 illustrates both the simulated and measured

RL, IL and CL. The insertion loss (IL) is de-embedded and

describes only the additional loss due to radiation from the

bend, as the properties of line length and mode converters

noted in [7] have been subtracted. All bends are matched

independently, with a minimum return loss (RL) of 12 dB. The

losses diminish by over 15 dB towards larger bending radii

(r = 0mm → r = 10mm). However, they do require more

space. Chamfered bends do not require any extra space, but

they reduce the insertion loss by approximately 5 dB only, with

a high remaining attenuation of 12 dB at 200GHz. In contrast,

an EBG bend also requires minimal space, but significantly

reduces losses over the entire frequency band by 15 dB to

Fig. 6. Influence of different chamfers depths on measured insertion loss and
coupling loss, including a comparison to bends without use of EBGs.



over 20 dB, resulting in an extremely low IL < 1 dB at

200GHz. A radius r = 10mm achieves no IL improvements;

for ranges between 140GHz and 170GHz even larger

radii are required to achieve similarly low attenuation.

There is also a significant improvement in coupling loss

with the use of EBGs. Predictably, compact bends possess

strong coupling due to their sudden discontinuities and

strong radiation, this behaviour is gradually mitigated as the

radius increases. In contrast, EBG bends achieve maximum

isolation, especially between 190GHz and 210GHz. In

comparison to similarly compact bending techniques, an

isolation improvement between 10 dB and 30 dB is achieved.

The measurements are in excellent agreement with the

simulation results, especially for the EBG variants.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, dielectric bends with minimized losses and

space requirements were realized with the help of EBGs.

The EBG cells possess excellent reflection properties that

enable low-loss and high-matching guidance of incident HE11

fundamental modes around narrow 90
◦ corners. Herefore,

proper EBG alignment is crucial to ensure the reflection of

Fig. 7. Simulated and measured S-parameters for technology comparison of
different DIL bending techniques.

incoming waves into the center of adjacent DILs. Chamfers

or narrow bending radii are especially suitable for achieving

this requirement. The use of adhesive has no negative impact

on the electrical performance. Side EBGs show no significant

influence in measurements. After de-embedding, the EBG

bends display a reproducibly low loss of down to 0.9 dB

at 200GHz. In contrast to conventional bending radii, the

space requirements remain minimal. Furthermore, the isolation

properties of the DILs are maximized by the use of EBGs.

Improved transmission properties are only possible by using

significantly bigger radii, which, however, conflicts with the

desired compactness. In future work, this approach is reusable

for the realization of complex, yet compact components

(splitters, couplers) for large DIL based distribution networks.
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